Parts of a Pizza Game

Materials for the Game
- Parts of a Pizza Dice
- Parts of a Pizza Sheets
- Tape or Glue
- Scissors

Assemble the Game
1. Print 1 copy of the Parts of a Pizza Dice and a copy of the Parts of a Pizza sheets for each player
2. Cut the Parts of a Pizza Dice out using the Dice Instruction Sheet
3. Use the Dice Instruction Sheet to fold each part of the dice
4. Fold into a cube shape
5. Glue or tape the tabs inside the cube
6. Every player needs to cut out each pizza part on the Parts of a Pizza Sheets

Directions for Playing the Game
1. Make sure there is enough pizza parts for each player in the center of playing area
2. The dice is rolled, whatever image is face up is the correlating pizza part that the player receives:
   a. Stacked Logs – Pizza Cardboard
   b. Wheat Field – Pizza Dough
   c. Dairy Cow being milked – Cheese
   d. Farmer holding Tomatoes – Pizza Sauce
   e. Pig – Pepperoni Slice
   f. Vegetables – Green Pepper Slice

Versions of Play
1. Player may only acquire pizza parts in the order of making a pizza: pizza cardboard, crust, pizza sauce, cheese, pepperoni slices, green pepper. Each player will roll and if the part needed is not rolled, the next player rolls for the part, and so on.
2. Player may acquire any pizza part rolled. Assemble the pizza after all parts are acquired.
   For this method you must roll for each slice of pepperoni and each slice of green pepper.

The object of the game is to be the first to complete the pizza, using the following sequence: crust, sauce, cheese, pepperoni, and peppers.
Cardboard is made from trees.

Wheat is used to make dough.

Cheese is made from cow's milk.

Green Pepper and other vegetables can be used as toppings on pizza.

Tomatoes are used to make pizza sauce.

Pepperoni is made with pork from pigs.
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